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This issue of Emergency Medicine Practice discusses management of several common hip and pelvis injries. For a more
detailed discussion of this topic, including figures and tables, clinical pathways, and other considerations not noted here,
please see the complete issue on the EB Medicine website at www.ebmedicine.net/topics.

Key Points

Comments

Any pelvic ring disruption can be associated with life-threatening hemorrhage.

The most common source of bleeding–and unfortunately the
most difficult to control–is venous bleeding. A venous source
is identified in 80% to 90% of cases.31 Several case series have
illustrated the need for blood transfusions in these patients:
38.5% of hospitalized trauma patients with pelvic fractures required transfusion, as did 34% of trauma patients with isolated
pelvis and acetabulum fractures in another case series.6,32

Not every trauma patient requires a pelvic radiograph. Two
recent studies showed plain radiographs had poor sensitivity
to detect fractures (64% and 78% respectively) and resulted
in no management changes17,18; however, an important point
to consider with these studies is that every patient underwent
computed tomography (CT) scanning, which did guide treatment.

Duane et al suggested that pelvic radiographs might be
unnecessary in patients who have a GCS > 13; have no
complaints of pain in the abdomen, back, hip, or groin; and
experience no tenderness in these areas or over bony landmarks. After following these patients clinically, the authors
reported that the protocol had 100% sensitivity and that 273
pelvic radiographs were avoided.20

Pelvic ring disruptions with hemodynamic instability require
“wrapping” and emergent trauma/orthopedic consultation.
Stabilize and transfer patients expeditiously to your regional
trauma center.

In a recent systematic review designed to assess the effectiveness and complications of external pelvic compression in
patients with unstable pelvic fractures, the authors concluded
that this maneuver has 3 advantages: (1) it provides effective
biomechanical stabilization to the disrupted pelvic ring, (2)
it reduces blood loss, and (3) it is not associated with lifethreatening or limb-threatening complications.40

Posterior hip dislocations represent 90% of all hip dislocations. Significant force is required to dislocate a hip; treat
these patients as major trauma patients.

Reduction should be performed within 6 hours to lessen the
likelihood of avascular necrosis, permanent nerve palsy, and
posttraumatic arthritis. The likelihood of complications greatly increases as the length of time the hip remains dislocated
increases.52,53 In the event of neurovascular compromise,
reduction should be expedited.

Become familiar with the various hip reduction techniques;
become an expert at 2 or 3 methods. Multiple attempts at
closed reduction should be avoided.

Overall, the success rates for closed reductions are between
85% and 98%.55 In a more recent systematic review
evaluating hip reduction for dislocations and femoral head
fractures, the success rate was 84.3%.56
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